Analysis of 55 Kidd Ancestry SNP of Qatari population using Structure & ForenSeq Universal Software
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Abstract

SNPs are good predictors of ethnicity and several panels have been published (1). The ForenSeq Signature kit (Illumina) offers coverage of 230 different markers including 55 ancestry SNPs (AISNPS). The ForenSeq Universal Analysis Software (UAS) brings the capability to analyse the sequencing data, represent results and accomplish statistical estimates of biogeographic ancestry. The ancestry prediction results in UAS are based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) collected on several reference populations comprised in the 1000 Genomes project. This set does not include Qatari population. The data was analysed using STRUCTURE software. These data serves as an addition to the existing Middle Eastern population data for the 55 AISNPS. The MPS kit included 55 Ancestry Informative Marker SNPs (AISNPs). The Qatari population has been a melting pot of various populations and this forensic study was the first of its kind to generate new data on the genetics of Qatari population. The 55-ancestry marker allele frequency data for 150 samples were analysed and compared to 139 world populations using STRUCTURE software. The Qatari population data for the Kidd AISNPs were found to be similar in patterns when compared to other Middle Eastern populations. FROG-kb analysis led to all Qatari samples being correctly assigned to Middle Eastern populations showing that the Illumina software needs to be enhanced by adding more databases from the Middle East. In conclusion, the results have clearly demonstrated the potential use of MPS methods to study the genetics of Qatari population.
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1. Introduction

2. Qatar State

The Qatari population comprises of than 2.5 million populations, included of ~300,000 nationals with different origins (Qatar Statistics Authority 2018, www.qsa.gov.qa). Based on family names and oral history, it is believed that the majority of the Qatari population originated from the Arabian Peninsula (2), (3). Rodriguez-Flores et al. (2016), also described that the Qatari population can be divided into at least three genetic subpopulations that can reveal the historical migration patterns in the region: Bedouin, Persian-South Asian and African (4), (2). A number of 48 SNPs were genotyped previously by for classification into one of the three subpopulations completed on >70% ancestry in one cluster in a STRUCTURE analysis for identify individuals (2). It has shown primary attention was the for the Bedouin genetic subpopulation because of its deepest ancestry in Arabia. The deepest ancestral roots in the Peninsula are the Bedouin subpopulation, who still practises tribal marriages based on the Arabic traditions, which in turn might affect the level of homozygosity (3).

The HGDP set of 52 populations is the commonly used group of reference samples totalling 1052 individuals. This shows that (3%) of the 1397 SNPs can happen in different panels (7). Soundararajan et al. (2016) noted that the 128 AISNPs from the Seldin and Kidd set of 55 AISNPs at present have the largest database of reference populations with a major world regions. In this study, 140 population data of Pakistis et al. (2017) were re-analysed after inclusion of the Qatari population data for 55 Kidd panel AISNPs generated from ForenSeq™ Signature kit. The aim of this study was to analyse the 55 Kidd AISNPs in Qatari population in order to understand the ancestry of this population in a better way.
3. Materials and Methods

In this study, a total number of 150 Qatari population data for 55 Kidd AISNPs generated from ForenSeq™ Signature kit and used in this study. The STRUCTURE 2.3.4 software provided unique method of evaluating how good a set of loci tested on several individual could infer ancestry. STRUCTURE software is a freely accessible programme for population analysis established by Pritchard et al. (2000). It used a systematic Bayesian method applying Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) evaluation could begin by randomly assigning samples to a pre-determined number of groups. The K value can indicate likely number of clusters as estimated as log probability of data Pr (X|K) mentioned in Pritchard et al. (2000). In order to assume correlated allele frequencies, the admixture model was more appropriate for this study and this was applied using K values that were altered from 6 to 11 and the 20 runs.

4. Results

The results of this study revealed that was no significant (P>0.05) deviations from (HW) Hardy-Weinberg observed on those expected SNP that were described in the ALFRED database. Allele frequencies for the whole 55 SNPs in all 140-population samples were mentioned in ALFRED. Added populations have been studied in scientific publications for some of the SNPs. Therefore, some SNPs have data on more than 139 populations in ALFRED. The Qatari population was uploaded to ALFRED recently. The set of 55 AISNPs in FROG-kb, has an extensive allele frequency data for all 140-reference population samples. The completeness of the data permits the likelihoods ratios to be calculated for all of these 140 populations for DNA profile for the 55 AISNPs. The STRUCTURE results were reported for assessed cluster membership values at K = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 in 140 reference populations. The results for the STRUCTURE analysis are displayed in Fig 1. The data showed the maximum likelihood run of the most frequently occurring (for 10 of 20 runs) cluster pattern at K = 9. This study comprises 140 reference populations with 8,184 individuals including Qatari new population with the rest of the population reported previously by Pakstis et al. (2017). Of the 8,184 individuals analysed, 72.3% had all 55 AISNP genotypes currently; 91.0% of individuals had no more than three missing profiling and 1.9% of the possible genotypes were missing. Among the 129 individuals included, there were 3.2% of 7095 missing. The new Qatari population data generally showed a very strong similarity to previously analysed populations of the Middle Eastern population who were well known to be closely related in the geographical location (2). The overall pattern of the results showed that Qatari population was similar to surrounding groups like the Kuwait, U.A.E, and Saudi as shown in Fig 1(A). A more focused STRUCTURE analysis was also done for reduced number of population data using sixty-nine data set by omitting the 25 populations from East Asia, Pacific and Americas. With the additional analysis, using less number of population, the STRUCTURE software could allow for further investigations if any new cluster patterns could be recognized within North Africa. The nearby regions remaining in the analysis did not emerge in the previous 139-population analysis because of the distraction provided by the strong clusters in East Asia, Pacific and Americas (6). The individual bar plots for the most frequently occurring cluster at each K level from was from 6 to 7 (Fig 1B). The results show that the most common cluster pattern showing the highest likelihood run in this more focused STRUCTURE analysis. The cluster pattern observed for North African, Southwest Asian populations and sub-Saharan at K = 10, k =11 in this analysis focused on 140 populations. This was similar to what was reported in earlier publication of Paskstis et al. (2017).

A total number of three Qatari individual 55 AISNP genotypes generated from ForenSeq™ Signature kit, were analysed in FROG-kb for the 55 AISNP panel. The Qatari population samples from which the individuals were compared with the population data previously were used for FROG-kb calculations. The likelihood ratio was estimated as the probability of the greatest population divided by the probability of the specified population. The highest ranked likelihood results for the top 15 populations were within one order of magnitude of each other. A total number of 45 populations was listed by the probability calculated by FROG-kb for the three Qatari individuals. Using the rule of likelihood, the population with the utmost probability of this genotype becomes the most likely population of the closest origin and
likelihood ratios indicated how much more likely the best population was compared to other population. Table (1C) showed that the ratio of 100 or more in the populations is significantly less likely to be the ancestry of the sample.

For the Qatari individuals, the populations within one order of magnitude were mostly from the Mediterranean area. The high-ranking populations for the Qatari population individuals were from the Middle Eastern, Africa and South Asian regions. Tunisian individuals clustered together or with populations from the nearby Middle East (1). Thus, populations with non-significant likelihood ratios for ancestry assignment were more specific than using only the single most likely population. The Qatari populations have similar geographic relatedness with the origin of Middle Eastern population and much more similar to the groups of UAE, Kuwaiti and Saudi Arabian populations. FROG-kb for individual ancestry assignment at the population levels was found to be quite precise in assignment the samples to relevant population groups. The results from FROG-kb provided relative likelihoods of ancestry from different populations for user-specified genotypes. Such data are probably in principle and these results should not be taken as absolute values. The Qatari population assignment data on the STRUCTURE results revealed that the population of origin was most likely to be very close to the Middle Eastern related populations among the reference populations when compared on FROG-kb. The ForenSeq™ Universal Software did not include any Middle Eastern populations so the ancestry of these samples showed that the Qatari individuals clustered with the American Admixed origin, which was not the correct result. The software needs to be updated with a more comprehensive reference database with bigger number of populations/samples. For forensic applications, it is necessary to have an accurate biogeographic ancestry assignment and for this sufficient number of AISNPs need to be used and a reasonable reference data on the appropriate and suitable populations is required.

5. Discussion

The current study has shown that the Qatari populations have similar cluster pattern equally to the geographic relatedness with the origin of Middle Eastern population. These are rather more similar to the groups of UAE, Kuwaiti and Saudi Arabia. The Qatari population assignment data on STRUCTURE and Frog-kb revealed that the population of origin was most closely linked to Middle Eastern region. FROG-kb for sample origin assignment at the population levels was more accurate than ForenSeq™ software using the same loci. The results from FROG-kb provided likelihoods of ancestry from different populations for user-specified genotypes. In the current study, the available 140 populations, including the Qatari population show similar results when compared to previously published STRUCTURE result and similar to the latest publication by (6). Regarding the literatures, the history of Qatar suggested the Qatari populations could be divided into many groups (3), (4). These include the group of Arab origin descendants of the Bedouin, a second that has strong affinity with Persian and Central Asia, and a third that has strong attraction with African ancestry. This proposes that, like the Qatari population, the Saudi, UAE and Kuwaiti population showed a various array of genetic contributions following centuries of active trade and this is not simply a relic of the ancient out-of-Africa migration. A total number of 55 AISNPs results for the Qatari population demonstrated that this set has enough power to designate the samples to the correct population though in a few cases, the top assigned populations were not currently Middle Eastern populations. The obvious reason is population migrations and variable ancestral origin. Historical patterns of migration into the Qatar Peninsula from the subcontinent, especially from the coastal regions affected the Qatari ancestry estimations. With increase in number of populations studied for the 55 AISNPs (5), it has clarified that the database needed to be enhanced and the current study contributed to a new dataset which would add more reliability to the analytical results for Middle Eastern populations. The more reference populations used and added, especially from numerous relatively disregarded geographical regions and smaller ethnic groups in better-studied areas, needs to be considered. There are chances to develop and fine-tune the best AISNP panels for specific geographical
regions that can be developed further in future. The existing panels for ancestry estimations can be improved through such studies.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, these results, in comparison to the previous findings, reveal the value of more populations studied for a slight number of informative SNPs. Further AISNPs can be recognised in the upcoming, particularly those with a high frequency variant of restricted geographic extent. Such SNPs may be inefficient for a global analysis of ancestry nevertheless very valuable for refined analysis of ancestry within a biogeographic region of the world such as Middle East.
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